Amir congratulates Kenya, Somali presidents as Qatar hails restoration of diplomatic ties

Covid-19 vaccination in Qatar is safe, effective and should be widely adopted, experts say

Qatar's humanitarian aid benefits Filipino families
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PHCC celebrates Diamond-level recognition

Qatar Airways offers guests and employees a seamless and effortless travel experience with its award-winning mobile app

T he Qatar Airways mobile app is the ultimate travel companion for a seamless and safe travel experience. The app is installed by over 1,500 members of the travel companion and provides numerous benefits and services, from managing travel documents to performing a quick check-in on flights. The app includes various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information.

One of the most significant features of the app is its ability to offer the highest-quality services for all passengers. The app allows passengers to track their flights, access flight details, and receive updates in real-time. The app also provides access to the Qatar Airways loyalty program, allowing members to redeem Privilege Club Awards and manage their miles. Additionally, the app offers a seamless way to book flights, manage bookings, and upload travel documents, making it a convenient and secure option for travelers.

In conclusion, the Qatar Airways mobile app offers a wide range of benefits to passengers and employees, enhancing their travel experience and providing them with a seamless and efficient way to manage their trips. Whether it's tracking flights, accessing flight details, or managing bookings, the app offers a convenient and user-friendly solution for travelers.

New Covid cases drop below 600

The Ministry of Public Health (MOPH) yesterday reported 475 new coronavirus cases in Qatar, bringing the total number of cases to 198,277. The ministry also confirmed 7 deaths, bringing the total number of deaths to 1,732.

MOPH also reported 1,033 recoveries from the virus, bringing the total number of recoveries in Qatar to 196,244. The ministry noted that the country has reached a new milestone of 85,610, with 87% of over 60s (the most vulnerable population group) have received the Covid-19 vaccine. The ministry also urged everyone to continue to follow preventive measures to contain the spread of Covid-19.

Qatar Airways launches its app on Huawei’s AppGallery

Qatar Airways is bringing its “award-winning” services to the fingertips of Huawei smartphone users with the launch of its mobile app on AppGallery. The app provides various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information. The app also includes various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information.

Innovative features enable flight bookings to over 1,500 destinations worldwide across Qatar Airways’ and partner airlines’ networks. The app also includes a mobile boarding pass, select preferred seating across Qatar Airways’ and partner airlines’ networks, and redeem Privilege Club Awards and manage their miles. Additionally, the app offers a seamless way to book flights, manage bookings, and upload travel documents, making it a convenient and secure option for travelers.

In conclusion, the Qatar Airways mobile app offers a wide range of benefits to passengers and employees, enhancing their travel experience and providing them with a seamless and efficient way to manage their trips. Whether it’s tracking flights, accessing flight details, or managing bookings, the app offers a convenient and user-friendly solution for travelers.

Qatar Airways is bringing its “award-winning” services to the fingertips of Huawei smartphone users with the launch of its mobile app on AppGallery. The app provides various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information. The app also includes various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information.

Innovative features enable flight bookings to over 1,500 destinations worldwide across Qatar Airways’ and partner airlines’ networks. The app also includes a mobile boarding pass, select preferred seating across Qatar Airways’ and partner airlines’ networks, and redeem Privilege Club Awards and manage their miles. Additionally, the app offers a seamless way to book flights, manage bookings, and upload travel documents, making it a convenient and secure option for travelers.

In conclusion, the Qatar Airways mobile app offers a wide range of benefits to passengers and employees, enhancing their travel experience and providing them with a seamless and efficient way to manage their trips. Whether it’s tracking flights, accessing flight details, or managing bookings, the app offers a convenient and user-friendly solution for travelers.

Qatar Airways is bringing its “award-winning” services to the fingertips of Huawei smartphone users with the launch of its mobile app on AppGallery. The app provides various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information. The app also includes various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information.

Innovative features enable flight bookings to over 1,500 destinations worldwide across Qatar Airways’ and partner airlines’ networks. The app also includes a mobile boarding pass, select preferred seating across Qatar Airways’ and partner airlines’ networks, and redeem Privilege Club Awards and manage their miles. Additionally, the app offers a seamless way to book flights, manage bookings, and upload travel documents, making it a convenient and secure option for travelers.

In conclusion, the Qatar Airways mobile app offers a wide range of benefits to passengers and employees, enhancing their travel experience and providing them with a seamless and efficient way to manage their trips. Whether it’s tracking flights, accessing flight details, or managing bookings, the app offers a convenient and user-friendly solution for travelers.

Qatar Airways is bringing its “award-winning” services to the fingertips of Huawei smartphone users with the launch of its mobile app on AppGallery. The app provides various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information. The app also includes various features such as trip planning, flight tracking, and access to the latest travel updates and safety information.

Innovative features enable flight bookings to over 1,500 destinations worldwide across Qatar Airways’ and partner airlines’ networks. The app also includes a mobile boarding pass, select preferred seating across Qatar Airways’ and partner airlines’ networks, and redeem Privilege Club Awards and manage their miles. Additionally, the app offers a seamless way to book flights, manage bookings, and upload travel documents, making it a convenient and secure option for travelers.

In conclusion, the Qatar Airways mobile app offers a wide range of benefits to passengers and employees, enhancing their travel experience and providing them with a seamless and efficient way to manage their trips. Whether it’s tracking flights, accessing flight details, or managing bookings, the app offers a convenient and user-friendly solution for travelers.
Texas A&M University at Qatar (Tamuq), a Qatar Foundation partner university, graduated 107 engineering students on Friday at a virtual ceremony.

Tamuq also granted a total of 1,268 degrees. Of the total graduates, 17% are female and 83% are male. Graduates represent 2000 students who have begun or completed their studies at Tamuq along with future leaders in Qatar, and we are proud of you.

Senior designer Shorook Al-Fara designs QU’s graduation theme

Senior designer Shorook Al-Fara was all smiles yesterday at a virtual ceremony. He congratulated his classmates on their achievements of public safety and their success in their careers. “You have persevered and you have succeeded. Today is proof of that. To work in one place for ten years is an achievement, and each of you has shown your perseverance and pride.”

Tamuq graduates in a group photo.
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By Usha Wagle Gautam

Nasser Al Ali Enterprises, an IOS certified company, recently honoured its nine Nepali employees – Chandra Dhimal, Chandra Mahato, Garib Das, Gore Shrestha, Bel Bahadur Kami, Mahikar Chaudhary, Raj Kishor Singh, Ram Babu Das and Mahendra Mandal Dhanuk.

Each employee received QR15,000 for their 10-year service with the company. Nasser Al Ali, owner of the enterprise, handed over the reward to the employees who have been working at the construction wing of the company.

Mahendra Mandal Dhanuk hails from the far-eastern hills of Nepal. He stressed that it was with the help of his income in Qatar, that he was able to buy land in an urban zone and build a house for his family.

Garib Das praised his employer “who treated him always like a family member.”

Speaking at the event, Nasser Al Ali thanked all his employees. He hoped that the spirit of the holy month of Ramadan would improve all reconciliation, unity and peace.

Malavardhi Children Qur’an contest winners announced

Malavardhi Children Qur’an contest winners announced

Nasser Al Ali, owner of the enterprises, handed over the reward to the employees who have been working at the construction wing of the company.

Mahendra Mandal Dhanuk hails from the far-eastern hills of Nepal. He stressed that it was with the help of his income in Qatar, that he was able to buy land in an urban zone and build a house for his family.

Garib Das praised his employer “who treated him always like a family member.”

Speaking at the event, Nasser Al Ali thanked all his employees. He hoped that the spirit of the holy month of Ramadan would improve all reconciliation, unity and peace.
**Tips for fitness fans during Ramadan**

By Mudassir Raja

Regular exercise is deemed to be an essential part of everyday routine in the fast and fertile modern lifestyle. Ramadan observers, however, find it little harder to do or continue doing regular exercises during the holy month because of the changed setting and sleep cycle. To learn and earn, how else a½ observer can objectively exercise during or after the fasting hours, CAD Time spoke to a physical educator—Shahid Wajid a½ professor at the department of physical education at Quaid University.

**Why it is important to exercise during fasting?**

Regular physical activity is essential throughout the year. In Ramadan, exercise provides further protective benefits. Incorporating exercise and a balanced nutritional diet is critical in maintaining physical fitness. However, any change must be considered given the effects the holy month of Ramadan has on regular daily routines.

For example, you might need to consider and account for the length of fasting hours, the fasting duration and the type of physical activity involved. The body is in constant flux, the composition of the food and quantity of fluid consumed between Iftar and ad-Dhuhr, and your sleep pattern.

**Is it safe to workout while fasting?**

Yes, whereas the effects of fasting on performance before remain unexplored, research has shown that several days after Iftar does not increase the risk for injuries in professional athletes. A comprehensive review of the effects of Ramadan fasting on physical activity confirms that the majority of physical performance parameters were not significantly influenced by fasting when tested in the morning or the afternoon.

In other words, substantial exercise is safe when done in a fasting state and is not detrimental to performance. This beneficial effect may be due to a measurable hyperglycaemic response to regular fasting leading to enhanced training performance. In other words, the human body is more likely to benefit from regular exercise when training is performed hours before, hours after, both, or combined hours before and after the fasting state.

However, you need to be aware that the exercise intensity and the type of physical activity should be kept moderate and suitable. What are the most suitable exercises that one needs to follow during the holy month for better physical fitness? The golden rule in exercise compliance is that one should participate in activities they enjoy and are most likely to repeat. Except for high-intensity interval training and heavy lifting, exercise is acceptable. Experts suggest brisk walking, cycling, cross-training and light machine exercises.

**When to exercise during or after the fasting?**

Avoid high-intensity workouts before Iftar and avoid low-intensity exercises. Further training especially using high weight is essential.

If someone wants to do some sort of exercise during non-fasting hours, what would be your suggestion?

Participating in sports or exercises is perfectly fine when performed a few hours after Iftar or before Iduh.

---

**PISQ kindergarten, primary students excel academically**

Pakistan International School (Quetta) recently organized the 2020-21 annual examinations for students of kindergarten and primary wing. In spite of the many constraints due to Covid-19, the students showed amazing improvement of the 2019-20 progress in academic grades. The kindergarten (KG-I/Purple), KG-II/Maroon, KG-II/C and KG-II/A, along with the primary (Primary Wing) classes.

“Shahid Wajid, added that the students showed increased attention and respectfulness during the examination. The students became motivated and respectful towards one another through a consistent daily routine.

**Birla Public School holds welcome assembly for KG students**

The kindergarten section of Birla Public School (BPS) recently organized a welcome assembly in which Principal Visit Pasha expressed his gratitude for their hard work throughout the year.

The students were attired in special gifts and were honored for their hard work throughout the year. The students attended in different costume to represent different communities of the world.

During the virtual session the Principal emphasised the importance of the working class. The students were conducted by grade-VI to grade-VIII.

**MES marks International Labour Day with fervour**

An Indian school observed International Labour Day with fervour.

**BPS celebrates May Day**

The department of social sciences took an initiative to celebrate International Labour Day by conducting a grade-XI to grade-XII (15-18 years) where you can sustain the stress and decrease your fluid and sodium loss due to continuous sweating. Experts suggest brisk walking, cycling, cross-training and light machine exercises.

Avoid doing high-intensity training before Iftar but avoid low-intensity exercises. Further training especially using high weight is essential.

If someone wants to do some sort of exercise during non-fasting hours, what would be your suggestion?

Participating in sports or exercises is perfectly fine when performed a few hours after Iftar or before Iduh.
Super Cryptic Clues

Across
1 Sweet stuff made from purple petals? (5, 5)
7 Recommend a lawyer? (8)
8 Reduced energy? Charg- ing? (4)
9 Troubled by most of your life? (8)
10 Awkward friendship? Too bad! (8)
12 They have lots to sell! (11)
13 In the Worship, while delayed, a lady? (8)
15 Endless disapproval not real (9)

Down
1 Extremely miserable detec- tive! (5)
2 Dull experts and flipping (6)
3 Cheese used by well-fed (5)
4 This colour is found within 24 hours (5)
5 + A letter (5), tiles (5)
6 17 Flower is found within 24 hours (5)
7 18 Beginning, not ending, as hours (5)
8 19 Endless disgrace is not real! (4)
9 12 They have lots to sell! (11)
10 Awkward redhead may be (4)
11 Fight in ring? (4-4)
12 Lack of interest, in a way, on the fourth of July (6)
13 Fast, say (7)
14 Flower is found within 24 hours (5)
15 Ends disapproval not usual (9)

Sudoku

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solution

The solution to the Sudoku puzzle is:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Answers

```
Aries  June 21 — July 20

Taurus  May 22 — June 21

Leo  July 21 — August 20

Virgo  September 22 — October 21

Scorpio  October 22 — November 21

Sagittarius  November 22 — December 21

Capricorn  December 22 — January 19

Aquarius  January 20 — February 18

Pisces  February 19 — March 20
```
Florida governor signs law imposing new voting curbs

Florida Governor Ron DeSantis on Thursday signed into law new restrictions on how and where Floridians can vote. It’s the first full voting rights law since former President Donald Trump took office in November 2016.

DeSantis said the law would help ensure “the integrity of the election process and that’s why we’ve got to have laws in place,” while echoing Republican efforts to restrict voting in other states.

The new law restricts the use of absentee ballot drop boxes, which has been a contentious issue in recent years. It also allows a person to vote only once in an election, adding to a national trend, and requires all elections officials to be a nonpartisan state agency.

The law includes a number of other provisions, including the requirement that voters provide a driver’s license or other form of photo identification at the poll. It also establishes a system for court challenges to develop a national standard for voter registration.

The new law marks a major victory for DeSantis, who has been a vocal opponent of the Voting Rights Act, which was enacted in 1965 to protect the voting rights of Black Americans. The law also includes provisions to limit early voting and to require voters to provide voter rolls, among other things.

The new law also includes provisions to allow for the establishment of a voter tracking system, which would allow the state to track the voting patterns of citizens.

The law is likely to face legal challenges, including in court. The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has already announced it would challenge the law.

The new law is likely to be a major issue in the 2022 midterm elections, with both parties mobilizing to the issue. In recent months, Republicans have been working to pass similar legislation in other states.

**Source:** AP

---

**Florida governor Ron DeSantis on Thursday signed into law new restrictions on how and where Floridians can vote. It’s the first full voting rights law since former President Donald Trump took office in November 2016.**

---

**Supporting growth globally for vaccine patent waiving**

**Moderna vaccine 94% effective in those aged 12-17, study shows**

- Moderna said that its coronavirus vaccine is 94% effective among children aged 12-17, with no safety concerns identified to date.
- The company said that it would seek authorization from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to expand emergency use authorization of the vaccine to those aged 12-17.
- Moderna said it is in discussions with regulators worldwide about the potential for expanded authorization.

**At least 25 killed in police drug raid in Rio slum: media**

- At least 25 people were killed in a police operation in a Rio de Janeiro favela, according to local media.
- The operation was launched in response to allegations of drug trafficking and other criminal activities in the area.
- Police said they had found drugs, weapons, and other evidence of criminal activity.
- The operation was part of a larger effort by police to stem the rising violence in the city.

**Vaccine protests intensify at some Colombian demonstrations**

- Protesters in Colombia have intensified their protests against the government’s handling of the coronavirus pandemic.
- Thousands have taken to the streets in recent weeks to demand the resignation of President Ivan Duque and the implementation of social and economic policies.
- The protests have been met with a heavy police response, including tear gas and rubber bullets.
- The protests are part of a nationwide movement known as “El Señor Presidente, No Me Vayas” (Mr. President, Don’t Go), which demands Duque’s resignation and the implementation of social programs.

---

**SpaceX prototype试验 achieves first safe landing**

- SpaceX has achieved a significant milestone in its development of a new space vehicle. The company’s Starship prototype successfully landed on the Gulf Coast after a flight test.
- The flight test, known as the Starship SN15 test flight, was conducted on Wednesday.
- The Starship, a reusable spacecraft designed to carry up to 100 passengers to the moon and beyond, is a key component of SpaceX’s plan to revolutionize space travel.
- The successful landing of the Starship SN15 was a major accomplishment for SpaceX, which has faced numerous technical challenges in its efforts to develop a fully reusable spacecraft.

---

**Police kill 33 in drug raid in Rio de Janeiro slum: media**

- At least 33 people were killed in a police operation in a Rio de Janeiro slum, according to local media.
- The operation was launched in response to allegations of drug trafficking and other criminal activities in the area.
- Police said they had found drugs, weapons, and other evidence of criminal activity.
- The operation was part of a larger effort by police to stem the rising violence in the city.

---

**Local community leader told of local tension after shooting**

- A local community leader told of local tension after a shooting in a Rio de Janeiro slum.
- The leadership said that local residents were angry and frustrated with the high levels of crime in the area.
- The leader urged authorities to take action to address the issue.
- The leader said that residents were demanding better police presence and action to address the crime.

---

**Brazil court suspends investigations intoluke Evans case**

- A Brazilian court has suspended investigations into the case of Luke Evans, a British national who was arrested in Brazil last year.
- Evans was arrested in Brazil last year after being accused of drug trafficking.
- The Brazilian government had sought extradition of Evans, but a Brazilian court ruled that the extradition request be suspended.
- The court ruled that Evans should be released pending a further hearing.

---

**Galactic sprint: SpaceX Starship prototype dots Earth’s horizon**

- SpaceX has set a new record with its Starship prototype, which successfully landed on Earth after a flight test.
- The Starship, a reusable spacecraft designed to carry up to 100 passengers to the moon and beyond, is a key component of SpaceX’s plan to revolutionize space travel.
- The successful landing of the Starship prototype is a major milestone for SpaceX, which has faced numerous technical challenges in its efforts to develop a fully reusable spacecraft.
- The landing was the first successful landing of a Starship prototype on Earth, and it marks a significant step forward for SpaceX in its efforts to develop a fully reusable spacecraft.
India ‘asks state banks to withdraw cash held abroad in Cairn row’

India has asked state-run banks to withdraw funds from their foreign currency accounts abroad, a government official and a banker said, as New Delhi and Cairn India Ltd prepare to resume arbitration in a tax dispute.

Cairn, a London-listed firm, was forced to sell its assets in the country to Pakistan’s Oil and Natural Gas Corporation in 2017 because of unpaid taxes, but the two countries have been unable to agree on a settlement.

A banker from one of India’s state banks, who also spoke to the Reuters, said the Indian government ministry that had the guidance was the finance ministry and the Reserve Bank of India.

The finance ministry did not immediately respond to requests for comment.

A banker from one of India’s state banks, who also spoke to the Reuters, said the Indian government ministry that had the guidance was the finance ministry and the Reserve Bank of India.

The finance ministry did not immediately respond to requests for comment.

China suspends economic dialogue with Australia

China has suspended high-level economic dialogue with Australia over comments by an Australian government official that were seen as undermining China’s sovereignty.

The suspension comes after Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer said on Wednesday he could not rule out the possibility of sanctions against Beijing.

A Chinese foreign ministry spokesman said on Thursday that China was suspending high-level economic dialogue with Australia.

The move is part of a broader shift in Beijing’s foreign policy, which includes a stronger stance against what it sees as Western interference in its internal affairs.

China and Australia have traditionally had close economic ties, but the recent diplomatic row has strained relations.

Australia’s suspension of dialogue is likely to have implications for trade, tourism and diplomatic relations between the two countries.

Australia is a major trading partner for China, with the two countries accounting for more than 20% of China’s total trade.

The suspension of high-level economic dialogue is also likely to have implications for the upcoming Apec summit in November.

Australia has traditionally been a strong proponent of free trade and open markets, but China’s decision could signal a shift away from multilateralism and a move towards more bilateral negotiations.

On the coronavirus front, Australia has reported 93,000 cases and 820 deaths, with the country currently experiencing a third wave of infections.

The government has implemented strict lockdowns and travel restrictions to contain the virus, and has been praised for its management of the crisis.

Australia has also announced that it will roll out a national vaccine program in early 2021, with the first doses expected to be administered by March.

The vaccine, which is being developed by Pfizer and BioNTech, is expected to be available in Australia by the end of 2021.

In the meantime, Australia has secured supplies of up to 20 million doses of the vaccine, with the government有信心 that it will have enough supplies to cover the entire population.

Australia has also partnered with the World Health Organization to help distribute the vaccine to other countries, with the aim of achieving herd immunity globally.

The country has also pledged to donate 5 million doses of the vaccine to developing countries through the COVAX initiative.

Australia has been praised for its response to the pandemic, with the government’s efforts to contain the virus and rollout of the vaccine program lauded by international organizations.

However, the country has faced criticism for its handling of the pandemic, with concerns raised about its response to outbreaks and the effectiveness of its lockdown measures.
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Cutting methane emissions key to slowing warming

The new UN report evaluated emissions of methane from oil and gas fields, landfills, animal agriculture and biomass burning. It found that methane contributes to about 20% of current warming, which is more than twice as much as that of carbon dioxide.

By emitting large amounts of methane, the oil and gas industry is contributing to global warming. Methane is a powerful greenhouse gas, with a global warming potential 86 times greater than carbon dioxide over a 20-year period.

To address this issue, the report recommends that countries implement policies and regulations to reduce methane emissions from the oil and gas sector. This includes improving monitoring and reporting of methane emissions, implementing new technologies and practices to reduce emissions, and increasing research and development of methane abatement technologies.

The report also highlights the importance of addressing methane emissions from other sectors, such as landfills and agriculture, which are also significant sources of methane.

Overall, the report emphasizes the need for urgent and significant action to reduce methane emissions in order to tackle climate change and prevent the worst impacts of global warming.
A comprehensive plan for rebuilding the infrastructure of public science should include major investments in creating new technology hubs

By Jonathan Gruber and Christopher Johnson

I

frastructure is the invisible network that underpins our daily lives. It is a shared system that underpins all forms of math, engineering, physics, chemistry, and biology. If we want to create jobs, save lives, or spread science and knowledge around the country, we need a comprehensive plan for rebuilding the infrastructure of public science. The Biden plan recognizes the importance of infrastructure and helps ensure that the broad erosion of the US corporate tax base over several decades is reversed. The Covid-19 vaccination programme is a heap science investments create benefits for society that no individual company fully appreciates. Infrastructure is the invisible network that underpins our daily lives. It is a shared system that underpins all forms of math, engineering, physics, chemistry, and biology. If we want to create jobs, save lives, or spread science and knowledge around the country, we need a comprehensive plan for rebuilding the infrastructure of public science. The Biden plan recognizes the importance of infrastructure and helps ensure that the broad erosion of the US corporate tax base over several decades is reversed. The Covid-19 vaccination programme is a heap science investments create benefits for society that no individual company fully appreciates.
**Zakat: Meaning, ruling and benefits**

**The eligible recipients of Zakat**

1. The poor: A person without adequate means of livelihood. He is responsible to collect and distribute Zakat, which is the main aim of Zakat. He is the one who needs help without enough means to support himself. According to another narration, “The poor are those who cannot support themselves in this world and cannot pay their debts.” (Ju’fri)
2. The orphan and the captive: This is a specific mention of the poorest of people. The Prophet, sallallaahu 'alaihi wa sallam, said: “Whoever works for the sake of Allah and helps people, his work will be rewarded. And whoever helps the orphans and the captives, his work will be rewarded by Allah.” (At-Tirmithi)
3. The needy: A person who is in need of money to support himself. Allah says (what means): “And give alms to the needy and the prisoners.” (Qur’an 2:272) The needy are all those who are in need of something that is to be distributed in Zakat. The needy are the same as the poor.
4. The people who are called to the path of Allah: It means the pious Muslims who are called to the path of Allah (prophets, angels, and the companions of the Prophet, sallallaahu ‘alaihi wa sallam). Allah says (what means): “And give alms to the people who are called to the path of Allah.” (Qur’an 2:272) The people mentioned in this verse are the pious Muslims who are called to the path of Allah.
5. The travellers: It means the person who travels in order to spend his expenses, i.e., the person whose expenses are spent for the sake of Allah. Allah says (what means): “And give alms to the travelers.” (Qur’an 2:272) The travellers are the people who travel in order to spend their expenses for the sake of Allah.
6. The slaves: It means the person who is in need of freedom. Allah says (what means): “And give alms to the slaves.” (Qur’an 2:272) The slaves are the person who is in need of freedom.

**Feeding the hungry**

A long time ago, in the holy city of Medina, there was a great famine gripping the city. The people were hungry and desperate for food. It was a time of great hardship and suffering. However, amidst the chaos, there was one person who stood out as a beacon of hope. His name was Abu Bakr, and he was a close companion of the Prophet, sallallaahu 'alaihi wa sallam.

Abu Bakr had a deep understanding of the importance of charity and the role it played in strengthening the bonds of society. He understood that feeding the hungry was not just a matter of humanitarian aid, but of moral renewal. It was a way to combat the spiritual decay that poverty and hunger could bring. He believed that by feeding the hungry, he was helping to restore the moral fabric of society and to uphold the values of justice and compassion.

As the famine worsened, Abu Bakr knew that action was needed. He gathered a group of wealthy Muslims and together they decided to distribute food to the poor. They organized a system of sharing, where each person would contribute a portion of their resources, and those in need would be given a portion in return.

The impact of this act of charity was profound. The people of Medina, who had been suffering for so long, saw that there was hope. They saw that the Muslim community cared about them and was willing to help. This act of charity brought them closer together, strengthening the bonds of brotherhood and sisterhood.

In conclusion, the story of Abu Bakr and his act of feeding the hungry serves as a reminder of the importance of charity and compassion. It shows us that even in the darkest of times, there is always hope, and that by working together, we can overcome any challenge.

**Our righteous predecessors, may Allah have mercy upon them, knew that feeding the hungry was a way to strengthen the moral fabric of society. They understood that it was not just a matter of giving food, but of giving hope. By feeding the hungry, they were helping to combat the spiritual decay that poverty and hunger could bring.**

**Article source:** http://www.islamweb.net/ en/quran/morals/zakat.php
Qatar sets sights on new astro-tourism initiatives

In a statement yesterday, Qatar National Tourism Council (QNTC) stated that Qatar is an destination with an impressive array of natural and historical wonders, which is why it’s time to develop Qatar’s unique natural wonders for astro-tourism.

A brochure range of these newly launched astro-tour packages is expected to attract travellers and visitors from around the world, to see and enjoy the beauty of Qatar’s natural wonders.

HIA advises check-in online, arrive early for Eid

“Passengers are advised that check-in closes sixty minutes prior to the scheduled departure time, asking passengers to ensure that they have completed the health and safety protocols and are ready to board by the time the transport facility is ready to take passengers”.

A team of 25 volunteers has been deployed for this season to conduct trainings on maintaining health and safety protocols at the peak travel period, access to the transport facility, and the transport facility itself. The project will continue until the end of the season. During security check, passengers are expected to maintain a security line that are setting off any prohibited items such as liquids, aerosols, gels, and gels, and to pack personal belongings for handover at the transport facility, and to have wearable baggage for handover at the transport facility.

President Biden urged to view film on Palestinian rights

“The Biden administration is dealing with a daunting array of domestic and international problems that the Palestinian quest for justice could only add to the already difficult agenda,” one of the films producers has stated. The film titled “The Last War” is about the 2014 war in Gaza, which killed 2,200 Palestinian civilians, including 500 children, and wounded 17,000. The film is directed by Academy Award-winning Palestinian filmmaker Mahdi Hasna.

HIAQatar’s mobile app available for passengers

“HIAQatar” mobile app available for passenger. Arriving passengers termi- nating in Doha must present a copy of a negative COVID-19 test result (PCR test) taken within 72 hours prior to departure time. In case of emergency cases, passengers are also advised to carry printed copies of all necessary travel documents required to enter Qatar. Upon arrival to Qatar, passengers must carry printed copies of all necessary travel documents required to enter Qatar. The application can be downloaded on Google Play or Apple Store.

Qatar Charity allows SC and volunteer organizations to contribute

That spirit of charity has seen Qatar Charity allow the SC and volunteer organizations to contribute. V olunteering during this year’s Eid rush at shopping outlets expected to attract tourism and visits from around the world, to see and enjoy the beauty of Qatar’s natural wonders.

Electricity and “on the verge of violence as he

“With the vaccines, the Covid-19 pandemic is the biggest public health chal- lenge the world has faced for several decades and it has impres- sed nearly every country across the globe for more than a year”

Vaccination is critical in fighting the virus that causes COVID-19, but the rapid global rollout of vaccines has come with unexpected challenges. The world is now in a unique and critical period where vaccination and testing are crucial tools in controlling the spread of the virus.
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“While the vaccines may be less effective at preventing infections in the South African variant than in the original COVID-19 strain, these vaccines still offer strong protection against severe disease and death, which is why they remain essential.”
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“Vaccination is critical in fighting the virus that causes COVID-19, but the rapid global rollout of vaccines has come with unexpected challenges. The world is now in a unique and critical period where vaccination and testing are crucial tools in controlling the spread of the virus."